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General Discussion

- There were not any responses to Bill’s “call for objections”.
- Phase I is complete. Rick to send the latest CRs to CIM Core in the next day or two.
- Frequency of teleconferences discussed. Every other week seems to work well for now with more work done using e-mail.
- Rick to take over CR work. Ira to continue to edit PWG document (should be easier to “add” than “edit” as was needed in Phase I).
- New classes will be need for input trays, and other “subunits” from the MIB. Working group should try to minimize the numbers of class needed (properties are easier to add than classes).
  - Rick will propose properties (from the Printer MIB) in a table with columns to indicate priorities and optional/required for the next teleconference.
  - Ira to do the same for the printer properties for IPP 1.1. Current plan is to ignore (documented with rationale) IPP extensions.
  - New class proposal will come next.
• CIM has an extremely small set of required elements (most are optional).

• New classes will be needed for capabilities

**Next Steps / Open Actions:**

• Rick to send the latest CRs to CIM Core in the next day or two.

• Rick will propose properties (from the Printer MIB) in a table with columns to indicate priorities and optional/required for the next teleconference.

• Ira to do the same for the printer properties for IPP.

• Next teleconference schedule when new documents posted.